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For a generation, Astronomy: A Self-Teaching Guide has introduced hundreds of thousands of

readers worldwide to the night sky. Now this classic beginner's guide has been completely revised

to bring it up to date with the latest discoveries. Updated with the latest, most accurate information,

new online resources, and more than 100 new graphics and photos, this Eighth Edition features:  Â  

Â Â  Â·Website addresses throughout for the best color images and astronomy resources online 

Â Â  Â·Technical ideas made simple without mathematics  Â Â  Â·A beautiful updated full-color,

glossy insert with spectacular images  Â Â  Â·An interactive format with learning goals, reviews,

self-tests, and answers for fast learning
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""One of the best ways by which one can be introduced to the wonders of astronomy.""Â â€”The

Strolling Astronomer ""Excellent . . . provides stimulating reading and actively involves the reader in

astronomy.""Â â€”The Reflector

Thoroughly revised, a perennial bestseller and one of the most successful beginner's astronomy

books in the market.

The book is well explained for the novice, like myself, who has only the basic astronomy education

of high school but wishes to go a bit further and deeper into the subject. Excellent if you are



interested in aviation and space related travel. Gets a little technical in some aspects and raises

more questions than it sometimes answers. That is a good thing, because you certainly can't

contain all astronomical knowledge into one book; or even hundreds. It is a good positive step

forward in a subject that is immensely fascinating.

This book educates you about astronomy. It is written in easy, plain words and anyone can

understand it. You won't want to be without this book. It covers pretty much everything humans

know about astronomy, from galaxies and planets to the Sun and other stars. Even professional

telescopes names and locations are given, and many astronomy website addresses are given

throughout the book and near the end.Even if you already know about the subjects written in this

book, it's still a handy and useful reference to have. You won't want to be without it. Highly

recommended.

I got assigned to teach an astronomy course when I had ZERO background in it. I had no textbook

and had teach the concepts to myself before my students. This book is simple, breaks material

down easily, good graphics, and correctly written, measurable clear objectives. Was invaluable to

helping me learn and teach my course.

Love this book. It was easy to use. Things were easy to find. Plus it was written to the point where

anyone can read and comprehend. It was way cheaper compare to what the textbook store on my

college campus was asking for!!! Id recommend this book if it's a requirement for your astronomy

class.

I am a Biology Professor and I am learning Astronomy as a hobby. I've read countless books on

Astronomy, but not a workbook. I love this book!!! I'm on the 3rd chapter of the book, and as of now

I've don all the exercises up to this point. Yeah, I couldn't wait 'til I was done to give the review, and

that's how excited I am about this book! I read all the reviews about this book before I purchased it.

The reviewers who gave it low ratings due to the math or having to know prior scientific knowledge

are correct. They are not lying. It helps to know the basics on metric conversions and knowing how

to manipulate formulas.Most people hate math! I learned to respect it because math confirms

everything, and math helps you to understand science better. I encourage you not to skip through

the math without giving it a try. It will help you to understand the sky, your telescope, light waves

and your lenses much better. The more you understand, the deeper your appreciation will be for the



science of astronomy even if you're only doing it for a hobby (and it aint that serious).When I began

the hobby of astronomy 10 ten years ago, I would skip through the math. I wanted to see the planets

and the moon and call it a day. Now I want to know everything!!!! Since I've become more hungry

for knowledge, I love astronomy that much more!Buy this book. Everything is well explained. Take

your time with it. You will feel more empowered and more confident in the science.

I enthusiastically recommend this book to the beginner and the veteran who's looking for a

refresher. I have a degree in Chem. Engr. but from 30 years ago. I purchased it as a refresher. It did

the job... Before you take a course, go through this book. Great intro to basic concepts without

getting bogged down with the fine details.

This book is all over the place. There's some great basic information and then there's information

that isn't explained at all, it's just stated as if you have a background in astronomy already. There

isn't a glossary which is probably the most frustrating part. I also wish there were colored pictures

just because space is beautiful.

dont buy for kindle you find yourself going back and forth getting information on diffrent pages like a

text book and the crappy star maps are garbage atleast for the kindle
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